Causal relations are of fundamental importance for human perception and reasoning. According to the nature of causality, causality has explicit and implicit forms. In the case of explicit form, causal-effect relations exist at either clausal or discourse levels. The implicit causal-effect relations heavily rely on empirical analysis and evidence accumulation. This paper proposes a comprehensive causality extraction system (CL-CIS) integrated with the means of category-learning. CL-CIS considers cause-effect relations in both explicit and implicit forms and especially practices the relation between category and causality in computation. In elaborately designed experiments, CL-CIS is evaluated together with general causality analysis system (GCAS) and general causality analysis system with learning (GCAS-L), and it testified to its own capability and performance in construction of cause-effect relations. This paper confirms the expectation that the precision and coverage of causality induction can be remarkably improved by means of causal and category learning.
Introduction
A general philosophical definition of causality states that, the philosophical concept of causality refers to the set of all particular causal or cause-and-effect relations [1] . Causal relations are of fundamental importance for human perception and reasoning. Since ignoring causal relationships may have fatal consequences, their knowledge plays a crucial role in daily life to ensure survival in an ever changing environment.
In many research works, the causality generally refers to the existence of causality in mathematics and physics. Causalities are often investigated in situations influenced by uncertainty involving several variables. Thus, causalities, which can be presented in terms of flows among processes or events, are generally expressed in mathematical languages and analyzed in a mathematical manner. Therefore, statistics and probability theories seem to be the most popular mathematical languages for modeling causality in most scientific disciplines. There is an extensive range of literature on causality modeling, applying and combining mathematical logic, graph theory, Markov models, Bayesian probability, and so forth [2] . But, they seem not to be able to predominate all relevant issues or questions.
In recent years, clarification and extraction of causeeffect relationships among texts (e.g., objects or events), causality extraction, is elevated to a prominent research topic in text mining, knowledge engineering, and knowledge management.
A variety of research works testify that causalities in texts can be extracted at three technology levels. The first is the clausal level (CL), which includes cue phrases and lexical clues [3] and semantic similarity [4] . The second is the discourse level (DL), which implements connective markers [5] and constructs discourse relations [6] . The third is the mode level (ML), which extracts causal relations from a QA system [7, 8] , applies commonsense rules [9] , associative memory [10] , and Chain Event Graphs [11] .
According to the nature of causality in texts, causality has explicit and implicit forms. In the case of explicit form, causal-effect relations exist at either clausal or discourse levels. The implicit causal-effect relations heavily rely on empirical analysis and evidence accumulation.
Moreover, Waldmann and Hagmayer [12] , in their research work of cognitive psychology, state that "categories that have been acquired in previous learning contexts may influence subsequent causal learning, " which indicate that 2 The Scientific World Journal (1) the category information about objects or events in texts is a necessary supplement for causality extraction, and (2) the category information has impact on subsequent learningbased cause-effect identification.
Based on the facts, the task of causality extraction, even induction, in texts could not be accomplished in an arbitrary manner. This paper proposes a comprehensive causality extraction system (CL-CIS) integrated with the means of category-learning. CL-CIS considers cause-effect relations in both explicit and implicit forms and especially practices the relation between category and causality in computation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the causality, category information, and the relationships between them in texts and constructs the theoretical foundation of our research work. Section 3 expatiates the methodology and the technical details of system structure and kernel algorithms. Section 4 focuses on experiment illustration and result analysis of the experimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper and provides future research works.
Causality and Category
Traditionally, research about the representation of causal relations and research about the representation of categories were separated. This research strategy rests on the assumption that categories summarize objects or events on the basis of their similarity structure, whereas causality refers to relations between causal objects or events. Literature [12] proves that the relationship between causality and categorization is more dynamic than previously thought.
Causality.
The standard view guiding research on causality presupposes the existence of objective networks of causes and effects that cognitive systems try to mirror. Regardless of whether causal learning is viewed as the attempt to induce causality on the basis of statistical information or on the basis of mechanism information, it is generally assumed that the goal of causal learning is to form adequate representations of the texture of the causal world.
Causality Rests on Fixed
Categories. Studies on causal learning typically investigate trial-by-trial learning tasks which involve learning the contingencies between causes and effects. In a large number of studies which focus on causal contingency learning. A characteristic feature of these tasks is that they present categorized events representing causes and effects which are statistically related. Cause and effect categories are viewed as fixed entities that are already present prior to the learning task. The goal of learning is to estimate causal strength of individual causal links or to induce causal models on the basis of observed covariations. The role of cause and effect categories in the learning process is not the focus of interest in these approaches; they are simply viewed as given.
A similar approach underlies research on the relationship between categories and causality. According to the view that categorization is theory-based, traditional similarity-based accounts of categorization are deficient because they ignore the fact that many categories are grounded in knowledge about causal structures [13] . In natural concepts, features often represent causes or effects with the category label referring to a complex causal model. For example, disease categories frequently refer to common-cause models of diseases with the category features representing causes (e.g., virus) and effects (e.g., symptoms) within this causal model. A number of studies using these and similar materials have shown that the type of causal model connecting otherwise identical cause and effect features influences learning, typicality judgments, or generalization [14] [15] [16] [17] . The main goal of these studies was to investigate the effect of different causal relations connecting the causal features. As in contingency learning studies, the cause and effect features within the causal models were treated as fixed, categorized entities, which already existed prior to the learning context.
Categories Shape Causality.
It is certainly true that many interesting insights can be gained from investigating how people learn about causal models on the basis of preexisting cause and effect categories. However, there is also a link between categories and causality in the opposite direction. The categories that have been acquired in previous learning contexts may have a crucial influence on subsequent causal learning.
The basis of the potential influence of categories on causal induction lies in the fact that the acquisition and use of causal knowledge is based on categorized events. Causal laws, such as the fact that smoking causes heart disease, can only be noticed on the basis of events that are categorized (e.g., events of smoking and cases of heart disease).
Without such categories causal laws neither could be detected nor could causal knowledge be applied to new cases. Thus, causal knowledge not only affects the creation of categories, it also presupposes already existing categories for the description of causes and effects. The potential influence of categories is due to the fact that one of the most important cues to causality is statistical covariation between causes and effects.
To study the relation between categories and causal induction, [12] have developed a new paradigm that consists of three phases, the category learning phase, the causal learning phase, and the third test phase. The main goal is to answer the question that under what condition learners will tend to activate the categorical information (Figure 1 ) from the earlier category learning phase when learning about causal contingencies in the later phase. This effect is entailed by the fact that the alternative categories form different reference classes.
In category learning phase, causes will be classified into the distinct categories (upper left arrow in Figure 1 ). In causal learning phase, causes in collection are paired with the presence or absence of an effect (lower arrow). In the subsequent test phase, the test causes are rated with the likelihood of the effect. The crucial question is when people would go through the upper route in Figure 1 and assign the test causes to the categories in the category learning phase or The Scientific World Journal whether they would stick to the lower route and induce new categories within causal learning phase.
If the learning strategy opted for the lower route, one possible solution may be to induce new categories that are maximally predictive of the effects. This solution would obviously generate maximally predictive categories. Lien and Cheng [18] reported a research that is consistent with the maximal-contrast hypothesis. Their experiments show that the substances are categorized according to the feature and to the hierarchical level that were maximally predictive for the effect. Thus, the induced substance category was determined by its suitability for predicting the effect. Lien and Cheng [18] interpreted this as evidence for their maximal-contrast hypothesis. In another word, people tend to induce categories that maximize their causal predictability.
In sum, our research addresses the question of which route learners will go. Will they routinely go through the upper road and activate category knowledge when learning about novel effects? A simple connectionist one-layer network that may be used to understand the task we are going to explore in our experiments, or will they go the lower road and learn a new set of categories on the basis of causal information in causal learning phase that is maximally predictive within this learning phase? Thus, Figure 1 is enhanced with two learning phases as shown in Figure 2. 
Research Methodology and System Structure

Causality in Verbs.
Some instances of causality in verbs are listed below. These verbs include, but are not limited to: "make, " "let, " "have, " "cause, " and their synonyms from WordNet [19] which is generally referred to as an online lexical database.
[ 
Causality in Discourse
Connectives. For a complex sentence, the predicative or relative clauses of the noun synonyms of "cause" are labeled as "potential cause" of antecedent sentence or main clause. Additionally, each clause inducted with "since, " "as, " or "because" is also labeled as "potential cause" of its main clause, which is labeled as "potential effect. " Table 1 lists the statistics for above backward causality collected upon Reuters-21578, currently the most widely used test collection for text processing research, and BBCNews2000, collected by a self-developed Web Crawler from http://www.bbc.co.uk/. The forward causality, where in presentation order the cause precedes the effect, is the most frequently used ones, for example, "therefore, " "because of that, " "that is why, " and "so. " As the forward causality connectives are one hundred percent strong causality indicators, the backward causality connectives in Table 1 need more specific notation. For example, in all "because" connectives in collections, 83% of them indicate objective reasons, while the other 17% indicate subjective reasons. Meanwhile, the "because" connectives persist 50% of all the connectives including "because, " "for, " "as, " "since, " "while, " and other miscellaneous connectives. The "for, " "as, " "since, " "while, " and 4 The Scientific World Journal other miscellaneous connectives correspondingly hold 18%, 13%, 6%, 6%, and 7% of all the connectives in collections.
Implicit Causality in Texts.
Causal effect relations are general connections in the objective world, and the causality sentences exist in languages in a pervasive manner. The explicit causality sentences are those conducted by backward and forward causality connectives listed in Section 3.1.2, while the implicit causality sentences are those connected with other connectives, even without any one. Our research works have testified that there are five types of implicit causality sentences shown in Table 2 .
In the practical English texts, there exist a few interpersonal verbs like "praise" and "apologize, " thus supplying information about whose behavior or state is the more likely immediate cause of the event at hand. Because it is conveyed implicitly as part of the meaning of the verb, this probabilistic cue is usually referred to as implicit causality.
Such exemplar implicit causality verbs [20] adopted in this paper are listed in Table 3 together with their bias indicating the probabilities as causal cues; for example, 1.00 is the causal baseline; the higher the bias value is, the more likely is the cause.
System Description.
Our causality induction system with assistance of category learning, named CL-CIS, is composed with the following functional modules (shown in Figure 3 ): category learning, classify exemplars into categories, category and causal mapping, causal learning, building causal-effect relations, and the final testing module. CL-CIS also includes three reference libraries (databases): causality in verbs, causality in discourse connectives, and implicit causality for query and assistance. Table 4 compares the composition difference among general causality analysis system (GCAS), general causality analysis system with learning (GCAS-L), and CL-CIS. As the construction of three libraries is elaborated in Section 3.1 Methodology, this section concentrates on the six functional modules.
Category Learning (CL).
The category learning module builds up different distinct and exhaustive categories according to semantic contents (e.g., noun phrases, verb phrases) of sentences in our text collections. This module is a basic preprocessing step and the target is to construct a collection of distinct and exhaustive categories with the text learning methods.
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Classify Exemplars into Categories (CEC).
In the classify exemplars into categories module, each sentence is treated as an individual independent event and parsed into phrases. The classification is based on the comparison of a sentence with features of each category, so as to set up the category background knowledge for each sentence. For example, the concept bank can be clarified as a finance organization or a river body boundary with corresponding category background knowledge of its sentence and contexts. Figure 4 : Architecture of SRNN.
Category and Causal Mapping (CCM).
This module constructs the category-causal-effect mapping relations; for example, a virus from a predefined category causes specific disease-related symptoms, such as a swelling of the spleen (splenomegaly). The construction mechanism, to a great extent, is based on collection, storage, and indexing of massive cases.
Causal Learning (CauL).
As analyzed before, a simple connectionist one-layer network that may be used to understand the task of when to activate category knowledge when learning about novel effects. This module adopts a simple recurrent neural network (SRNN) to simulate the connectionist model. Symbols in Figure 4 are defined in Table 5 : the first order weight matrices W RI and W OR fully connect the units of the input layer (IL), the recurrent layer (RL), and the output layer (OL), respectively, as in the feed forward multilayer perceptron (MLP). The current activities of recurrent units RU ( ) are fed back through time delay connections to the context layer, which is presented as CU ( +1) = RU ( ) . Therefore, each unit in recurrent layer is fed by activities of all recurrent units from previous time step through 6 The Scientific World Journal 
Building Causal-Effect Relations (BCER)
. This module builds up the "cause-effect" pairs and connections with the inputs of SRNN and corresponding outputs. The causality detection results could include four possible types: (1) single cause-effect pairs in which any two pairs are independent from each other; (2) cause-effect chains, which are formed with more than one cause-effect pairs connected together (an effect is a cause of another effect); (3) one-cause-multipleeffect pairs; (4) multiple-cause-one-effect pairs. All of the causality connections are archived in a database. Both CauL and BCER modules exploit three libraries (databases): causality in verbs, causality in discourse connectives, and implicit causality, for reference.
Testing Causal-Effect Relations (TCER).
This module tests and verifies a new processed causal-effect relation with our existing and expanding collection of massive causal-effect relations. The concrete technology includes comparison of triples ⟨Category, Cause, Effect⟩.
Experiments and Results
Our experiments test general causality analysis system (GCAS), general causality analysis system with learning (GCAS-L), and CL-CIS together, in order to examine and reveal the assertion that category information is a necessary supplement for causality extraction and has impact on subsequent learning-based cause-effect identification.
In our experiments, we have used two text collections: (1) Reuters-21578, currently the most widely used test collection for text processing research; (2) BBC-News2000, collected by a self-developed Web Crawler from http://www.bbc.co.uk/.
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30 judges are involved to manually search cause-effect pairs and construct standard causality references (SCR), SCRReuters for Reuters-21578, and SCR-BBC for BBC-News2000. Due to limited human resources, in current stage, SCRReuters only covers 2000 documents, newid ranges from 1 to 2000, contained in files "reut2-000.sgm" and "reut2-001.sgm. " The rest of the files of Reuters-21578 are still involved in the training phase.
The performances of GCAS, GCAS-L, and CL-CIS are evaluated with precision, recall, and F-measure [21] , the traditional measures that have been widely applied by most information retrieval systems to analyze and evaluate their performance. The F-measure is a harmonic combination of the precision and recall values used in information retrieval. As shown in Tables 6, 7, the general causality analysis system with learning (GCAS-L) performances better than the general causality analysis system (GCAS) on all evaluation measures; (2) the causality analysis system strengthened with causal and category learning (CL-CIS) exceeds GCAS-L in the meantime.
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Concluding Remarks
In recent years, detection and clarification of cause-effect relationships among texts, events, or objects has been elevated to a prominent research topic of natural and social sciences over the human knowledge development history. This paper demonstrates a novel comprehensive causality extraction system (CL-CIS) integrated with the means of category-learning. CL-CIS considers cause-effect relations in both explicit and implicit forms and especially practices the relation between category and causality in computation.
CL-CIS is inspired with cognitive philosophy in category and causality. In causality extraction and induction tasks, CL-CIS implements a simple recurrent neural network (SRNN) to simulate human associative memory, which has the ability to associate different types of inputs when processing information.
In elaborately designed experimental tasks, CL-CIS has been examined in full with two text collections, Reuters-21578 and BBC-News2000. The experimental results have testified the capability and performance of CL-CIS in construction of cause-effect relations and also confirmed the expectation that the means of causal and category learning will improve the precision and coverage of causality induction in a notable manner.
